There is an increasing interest in using sparse approximate inverses as preconditioners 
[11] also show that sparse approximate inverse preconditioner can be effective for a variety of matrices, e.g. Harwell-Boeing collections. Nonetheless a drawback is that it requires rapid decay of the inverse entries so that sparse approximate inverse is possible. However, for the class of matrices that come from elliptic PDE problems, this assumption may not necessarily hold. Our main idea is to look for a basis, other than the standard one, such that a sparse representation of the inverse is feasible. A crucial observation is that the kind of matrices we are interested in typically have a piecewise smooth inverse.
We exploit this fact by applying wavelet techniques to construct a better sparse approximate inverse in the wavelet basis.
We shah justify theoretically and numerically that our approach is effective for matrices with smooth inverse.
We With this result, we are ahle to estimate the quality of our approximate inverse. Let _ > 0 be given.
Define a sparsity pattern S to be: Furthermore, because of the special finger-like distribution of the nonzero elements of M given by S, the amount of computation for solving the least squares problems may differ substantially from column to column. Thus in our implementation, we only choose a subset of S which corresponds to those entries near the main diagonal. We find that the quality is still promising as will be shown in section 6. The implementation detail will be discussed more in section 5. In the following discussion, we assume that the wavelet used is orthogonal and of compact support, [13] , [14] . Orthogonal wavelets are used so that. the formulation developed in section 2 makes sense. tlowever, one could also use non-orthogonal wavelets anyway. Compact support, on the other hand, is indispensable so that the wavelet transform is only O(n) and .A does not become dense.
Connection
Step (a). Notice that solving each least squares problems only need a few cohmms of A. We just form those columns and the cost will be reduced to O(n).
Step (b Step (c). When we solve ,4k = b by some iterative method, we need to perform A times a vector. if we do it. directly, the cost. will be O(kn) as 7t has O(kn) nonzeros in each row. Note that
,4v = W(A(WT v)).
If we first backward transform v, apply A and then lransform it back, the overall process will only be O(T_).
Nunlerieal
Results.
In this section, we compare our preconditioner with those by Grote and lluckle's SPAI and ILU(0). We choose several matrices that come from different elliptic PDE.
Theinverses of all thesematrices arepiecewise smoothandthe singularities areclusteraroundtile diagonal. Forefficiency, instead ofapplying SPAItosolve for A?/ adaptively in step(a)ofouralgorithm, wespecifya blockdiagonal structurea priori for _/ and then solve (6) by the QRF as discussed in section 5. In all the tests, we use the compact support wavelet D4 by I. Daubechies [13] , [14] . We apply 6 levels of wavelet transform to matrices of order 1024 and 8 levels of transform to matrices of order 4096. Note that the number of levels is arbitrary. One could use different number in different situations.
We apply these preconditioners to GMRES ( We solve the 32x32 and 64x64 grid cases. The bandwidth of the block diagonal of AS/ is the same as before.
Example 4: In this case, A comes from a PDE of helical spring:
where G and/_ are some constants. Same setting as before.
Example 5: Finally, we show an example where our wavelet preconditioner does not work. The matrix A comes from a discontinuous coefficients PDE:
where the coefficients a(x, y) and b(x, y) are defined as:
The bandwidth is chosen to be 5,5,10,10,15,15 to make the number of nonzeros comparable to that of
Such modification is made so that sparsity is not a factor for the failure. •'Iii_ " _. .
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